This article introduces a k-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture distribution/regression model as a more flexible alternative to zero-inflated Poisson distribution/regression model. An EM algorithm has been employed to estimate the model's parameters. Then, such new model along with a Pareto mixture model have employed to design an optimal rate-making system. Namely, this article employs number/size of reported claims of Iranian third party insurance dataset. Then, it employs the k-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture distribution/regression model as well as other well developed counting models along with a Pareto mixture model to model frequency/severity of reported claims in Iranian third party insurance dataset. Such numerical illustration shows that: (1) the k-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture models provide more fair rate/pure premiums for policyholders under a rate-making system; and (2) in the situation that number of reported claims uniformly distributed in past experience of a policyholder (for instance 1 = 1 and 2 = 1 instead of 1 = 0 and 2 = 2). The rate/pure premium under the k-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture models are more appealing and acceptable. In 2014, Lim et al. considered a k-Inflated Poisson mixture model which simultaneously takes into account both inflated and mixture approaches to handle an overdispersion phenomena. Moreover Tzougas, Vrontos, and Frangos (2014)' introduced a Negative Binomial mixture model to model an overdispersion phenomena. This article follows Lim, Li and Philip Lim, Li, and Philip (2014)'s and generalized Tzougas, Vrontos, and Frangos (2014)'s findings. More precisely, It introduces a k-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture distribution/regression. To show practical application of our finding, we consider the problem of designing an optimal rate-making system. Then, premium of such optimal rate-making system has been evaluated using the result of this article.
Introduction
Modeling count data is an interesting topic in variety fields of applied sciences, such as actuarial sciences, economics, sociology, engineering, etc. In many practical situation the popular classical Poisson regression model fails to model count data which exhibit overdispersion (i.e., the variance of the response variable exceeds its mean). Moreover, strict assumptions on Poisson distribution make it more less applicable in situation that such assumption cannot be strictly verified. The Negative Binomial distribution/regression has become more and more popular as a more flexible alternative to Poisson distribution/regression. In a situation that strict requirements for Poisson distribution cannot be verified, the Negative Binomial distribution is an appropriate choice (Johnson, Kemp, and Kotz 2005) . Moreover, the Negative Binomial is an appropriate choice for overdispersed count data that are not necessarily heavy-tailed (Aryuyuen and Bodhisuwan 2013) .
For count data, the overdispersed behavior has been arrived by either observing excess of a single value more than number of expected under the model or the target population consisting of several sub-populations. Using k-Inflated and mixture models are two popular statistical approach to dealing with an overdispersed behavior. Simar (1976) and Laird (1978) were two authors who employed Poisson mixture models to considering an overdispersed behavior. Lambert (1992) considered a zero-inflated Poisson regression model to take into account an overdispersed behavior. Wedel et al. (1993) Brännaäs and Rosenqvist (1994) , Wang et al. (1996) , Alfó and Trovato (2004) , and Wang, Cockburn, and Puterman (1998) , among others, developed idea of using a finite mixture Poisson regression model to handle overdispersion. Greene (1994) and Hall (2000) were pioneer authors who employed zero-inflated Negative Binomial regression to model overdispersion. The ordinary Negative Binomial distribution can be viewed as a mixture of Poisson and gamma distributions (Simon 1961) . To handle an overdispersion phenomena, several extension of Negative Binomial distribution have been introduced by authors. For instance Negative Binomial exponential distribution (Panjer and Willmot 1981) , Negative Binomial Pareto distribution (Meng, Yuan and Whitmore, 1999) ,
k-Inflated Negative Binomial Mixture Regression Model
The k-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture, say kINBM, distribution arrives by combining weighted mixture Negative Binomial distribution with a single mass at point . The probability mass function for a kINBM distribution has been given by
where ℕ (⋅) stands for the indicator function on ℕ, ∈ ℕ and stands for all unknown parameters. Moreover, ∑ =1 = 1 and , , ≥ 0, for all = 1, ⋯ , . By a straightforward calculation, one may show that ( ) = 1 + ∑ =2 2 / ( ) = 1 + ∑ =2 ( + (1− ) ) , ≤ − max { ( + ), = 2, ⋯ , } ( ) = 1 [ ,∞) ( ) + 1 − 1 + ∑ =2 /( + ) ( + 1; ), where ( ; ) = ∫ 0 −1 (1 − ) −1 Γ( + )/(Γ( )Γ( )), for , ≥ 0, ∈ [0, 1], stands for the regularized incomplete beta function.
It is well-known that a Negative Binomial distribution can be arrived by mixing Poisson and gamma distributions (Simon 1961 ). The following generalized the above fact to the kINBM distribution.
Corollary 1
Suppose random variable , given parameter Λ = , has been distributed according to a k-Inflated Poisson distribution with probability mass function ( = | ) = { } ( ) + exp(− )( ) / ! , where & ∈ [0, 1] and + = 1. Moreover, suppose that parameter has been distributed according to a finite mixture gamma distribution Λ ( ) = ∑ =1 −1 − /( ), where, for all = 1, ⋯ , , ∈ [0, 1] and ∑ =1 = 1. Then, unconditional distribution of has a kINB finite mixture distribution with probability mass function
For practical application, in eq. (2), we set ∶= ∑ =1 and ∶= / ∑ =1 . Now, to formulated a kINBM regression model, suppose that for an th individual, information on count response variables 1 , ⋯ , along with information on covariates 1 , ⋯ , are available. Also suppose that given parameter Λ = has been distributed according to a k-Inflated Poisson distribution with probability mass function ( = | ) = { } ( ) + exp(− )( ) / ! , where & ∈ [0, 1] and + = 1. Moreover, suppose that parameter can be evaluated by the following regression model
where 0 , ⋯ , are regression coefficients and = exp( ) has been distributed according to a finite mixture gamma distribution with density function
where ∑ =2 = 1 and ≥ 0. To have ( ) = 0, we set both parameters of all gamma distributions, in the finite mixture gamma distribution, to be equal.
Using the law of total probability and setting ∶= 0 + ∑ =1 , one may show that
where stands for all unknown parameters. Now by setting = 1/(1 + ∑ =2 ), = /(1 + ∑ =2 ), for = 2, … , , and ( + −1 ) ∶= Γ( + ) !Γ( ) , the kINBM regression model can be restated as
where ∶= /( + exp{ }) and ∶= 0 + ∑ =1 .
Parameters estimation
All unknown parameters of the kINBM regression (4) can be represented as ∶= ( , , ) . Now to provide a Maximum likelihood estimator, say MLE, for , one may employ an EM algorithm. In statistical literature, the EM algorithm is a well-known and practical method to obtain the Maximum likelihood estimators for parameters in an arbitrary finite mixture model (McLachlan and Krishnan 1997) . Now suppose that number of components, , is given, and = ( 1 , ⋯ , ) stands for the latent vector of component indicator variables, where for = 1, ⋯ , and = 1, ⋯ , , = 1 whenever observation comes from th component and = 0, otherwise. Therefore, we assume that each observation has been arrived from one of the components, but the component it belongs to is unobservable and therefore considered to be the missing data. Now using the Multinomial distribution for the unobservable vector , the complete data loglikelihood function, for, the kINB regression model, can be written as the following, see Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2009) for an update information.
where ∶= ( , , ) stands for all unknown parameters, ∶= /( + exp{ }), and ∶= 0 + ∑ =1 . The EM algorithm employs the following two steps to maximize the above loglikelihood function.
1. E-step: In this step, using given data along with current estimateŝ( ) ∶= (̂( ) ,̂( ) ,̂( ) ) obtained from the th iteration, the probabilitŷestimates. This probability, ( + 1) th iteration, can be stated aŝ
2. M-step: Given the probabilitŷ, this step maximizes, in the ( + 1) th iteration, the following loglikelihood (⋅) with respect to ∶= ( , , ).
Updated parameterŝ( +1) ∶= (̂( +1) ,̂( +1) ,̂( +1) ) have been arrived by solving the following equation.
Since the above three equations cannot solve explicitly, such updated parameters have been obtained using the following Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares, say IRLS, method.
In IRLS method, (− 2 (loglikelihood ) / parameter 2 ) can be viewed as the Fisher information matrix and (loglikelihood ) / parameter as score function.
After updated Parameter estimateŝ( +1) ∶= (̂( +1) ,̂( +1) ,̂( +1) ), the complete data loglikelihood for ( + 1) th iteration, arrives by ) . Now, in the E-step −s have been estimated. This loop has been repeated until the difference | ( +1) − ( ) | has been converged, in some sense.
It is worthwhile to mention that, since regression coefficients = ( 0 , ⋯ , ) ′ have been estimated using the MLE methods. therefore, number of mixture component impact on such estimators.
Pareto Mixture Regression Model
The Pareto mixture distribution arrives by combining weighted mixture Pareto distributions. The density function for a Pareto mixture distribution has been given by
where = ( , , ) stands for all unknown parameters. Moreover, ∑ =1 = 1 and , ≥ 0, for all = 1, ⋯ , . More details on this distribution can be found in Tzougas, Vrontos, and Frangos (2014) . Tzougas, Vrontos, and Frangos (2014) showed that a Pareto mixture distribution can be arrived by mixing exponential and inverse gamma distributions. Now, to formulated a Pareto mixture regression model, suppose that for an th individual, information on continuous response variables 1 , ⋯ , along with information on covariates 1 , ⋯ , are available. Also suppose that given parameter Θ = has been distributed according to an exponential distribution with density function |Θ = ( ) = exp{− / }/ . Moreover, suppose that parameter can be evaluated by the following regression model
are regression coefficients and = exp( ) has been distributed according to a finite mixture Inverse gamma distribution with density function
where ∑ =1 = 1 and , ≥ 0. To have ( ) = 0 in eq. (6) we set = − 1, for = 1, ⋯ , .
Similar to the kINB regression/distribution the maximum liklihood estimator for parameters of a Pareto mixture regression/distribution can be obtained using the EM algorithm. Fortunately, Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2001) developed a R package, named 'GAMLSS', for such purpose, see Stasinopoulos (2001, 2009) for more details.
Application to Posteriori Rate-Making System
The rate-making system is a non-life actuarial system which rates policyholders based upon their last years record (Payandeh Najafabadi, Atatalab and Omidi Najafabadi, 2015) . A rate-making system based upon policyholders' characteristics assigns a priori premium for each policyholder. Then, it employs the last years claims experience of each insured to update such priori premium and provides posteriori premium (Boucher and Inoussa 2014) . The Bonus-Malus system is a commercial and practical version of the rate-making system which takes into account current year policyholders' experience to determine their next year premium.
There is a considerable attention from authors to study rate-making systems (or Bonus-Malus systems). For instance: Several mathematical tools for pricing a rate-making system has been provided by Lange (1969) . Vanasse (1989, 1992) employed available asymmetric information under Poisson and Negative Binomial regression models to determine premium of a rate-making system. In 1995, Lemaire designed an optimal Bonus-Malus system based on Negative Binomial distribution. Pinquet (1997) considered Poisson and Lognormal distributions to design an optimal Bonus-Malus system. Walhin and Paris (1999) considered a Hofmann's distribution along with a finite mixture Poisson distribution to evaluate elements of a Bonus-Malus system. The relativity premium of a rate-making system under the exponential loss function has been evaluated by Denuit and Dhaene (2001) . In 2001, Frangos & Vrontos designed an optimal Bonus-Malus system using both Pareto and Negative Binomial distributions. Using the bivariate Poisson regression model Bermúdez & Morata (2009) studied priori rate-making procedure for an automobile insurance database which has two different types of claims. In 2011, Bermúdez & Karlis employed a Bayesian multivariate Poisson model to determine premium of a rate-making system which has a non-ignorable correlation between types of its claims. Boucher and Inoussa (2014) introduced a new model to determine premium of a rate-making system whenever panel or longitudinal data are available. The Sichel distribution along with a Negative Binomial distribution have been considered by Tzougas and Fragos (2013) and Frangos (2014a, 2014b) . Tzougas, Vrontos, and Frangos (2014) employed a finite mixture distribution to model frequency and severity of accidents. Payandeh Najafabadi, Atatalab, and Omidi Najafabadi (2015) employed Payandeh Najafabadi (2010)'s idea to determine credibility premium for a rate-making system whenever number of reported claims distributed according to a zero-inflated Poisson distribution. Several authors employed zero-inflated models in actuarial science, see instance Yip and Yau (2005) , Boucher, Denuit and Guillén Boucher, Denuit, and Guillén (2009) , Boucher and Denuit (2008) , and Boucher, Denuit, and Guillén (2007) , among others.
Under a rate-making system the pure premium of an th policyholder at ( + 1) th year has been estimated by multiplication of estimated base premium, saŷ( + 1), into corresponding estimated rate premium, saŷ ( + 1). From decision theory point of view, the Bayes estimator offers an intellectually and acceptable estimation for both the rate premium ( + 1) and the base premium ( + 1). Such Bayes estimators, under the quadratic loss function, can be obtained by posterior expectation of risk parameters given number and severity of reported claims at first + 1 years, see Denuit et al. (2007) for more details.
Therefore, to determine premium for th policyholder, under a rate-making system, one has to determine both Bayes estimators. The following two theorems develop such estimators. Namely, in the first step, it supposes that number of reported claim 1 , ⋯ , , given risk parameter Λ = , has been distributed according to a k-Inflated Poisson distribution and risk parameter Λ distributed as a finite mixture Gamma. In the second step, it supposes that claim size random variable 1 , ⋯ , , given risk parameter Θ = , has been distributed according to an exponential distribution and risk parameter Θ distributed as a finite mixture inverse Gamma. Finally, it derives such Bayes estimators for risk parameters and .
Theorem 1
Suppose that for an th policyholder, number of reported claims in the last years have been restated as Y = ( 1 , ⋯ , ). Also suppose that, for = 1, ⋯ , ,
given parameter Λ = has been distributed according to a k-Inflated Poisson distribution with probability mass function ( = | ) = { } ( ) + exp(− )( ) / ! , where & ∈ [0, 1] and + = 1. Moreover, suppose that risk parameter Λ can be restated as regression model log( ) = + where C = (1, ,1 , … , , ) is the vector of characteristics/covariates for an th policyholder, = ( 0 , ⋯ , ) ′ is the vector of the regression coefficients, and = exp( ) has been distributed according to finite mixture gamma distribution with density function
Then, Bayes estimator for the rate premium̂( + 1), of an th policyholder at ( + 1) th year, is given bŷ(
where ( ) ∶= −1 − /Γ( ), Γ(⋅) stands for the Gamma function, and ℎ ( ) ∶= ( = ) + − exp( ) (exp( ) ) / ! .
Proof
The Bayes estimator for the rate premium ( +1), under the quadratic loss function, is mean of posterior distribution Λ +1 |(Y , C ). Such the posterior distribution can be restated as the following.
Now the desired result arrives bŷ
In a situation that = 1, the rate premium̂( + 1) can be restated aŝ
where ⋅ = ∑ =1 . This situation has been studied by Dionne and Vanasse (1992) for an one mixture distribution and by Tzougas, Vrontos, and Frangos (2014) for an mixture distribution. In the case that = 0, one may show that̂(1) = 1 .
Remark 1
For the situation that no covariate information has been taken into account, say a distribution model, and the risk parameter Λ has been distributed according to a finite mixture gamma distribution with density function given by eq. (3). Result of Theorem 1 can be reformulated aŝ
The following theorem develops a Bayes estimator for the base premium ( + 1) for an th policyholder at ( + 1) th year.
Theorem 2
Suppose that for an th policyholder, severity/size of claims in the last years have been restated as Z = (Z 1 , ⋯ , Z ). Also suppose that, for = 1, ⋯ , , Z = ( 1 , ⋯ , ), where stands for number of reported claims by th policyholder at th year, and for = 1, ⋯ , , assume that given parameter Θ = has been distributed according to an exponential distribution function with density function |Θ = ( ) = exp{− / }/ . Moreover, suppose that risk parameter Θ can be restated as log( , ) = W D + , where W = (1, ,1 , … , , ) is the vector of characteristics/covariates for an th policyholder, D = ( 0 , ⋯ , ) ′ is the vector of the regression coefficients, and = exp( ) has been distributed according to a finite mixture Inverse Gamma with density function
Then, Bayes estimator for the the base premium ( + 1) for an th policyholder at ( + 1) th year, is given bŷ
where = ∑ =1 .
Proof
The posterior distribution of Θ +1 |(Z , W ) can be restated as
The desired Bayes estimator arrives bŷ
The above result also obtained by Tzougas, Vrontos, and Frangos (2014) .
Remark 2
For the situation that no covariate information has been taken into account, say a distribution model, and the risk parameter Θ has been distributed according to a finite mixture Inverse Gamma with density function given by eq. (7).
Result of Theorem 2 can be reformulated aŝ
To show practical application of our findings, the next section provides an real example.
Numerical Application
Now, we considered available data from Iranian third party liability, at 2011 year. After a primary investigation, we just trusted information about 8874 policyholders. We used 4 independent variables, as covariates, presented in Table 1 . Table 2 and Table 3 and Figure Figure 1 show severity of claims for each category of covariates. For each policyholder we have the initial information at the beginning of the period and we are interested such covariates to model frequency/severity of claims for evaluating pure premium of each policyholder under a rate-making system. 
Variable Description
Gender Equal to 0 for woman & 1 for man Age Equal to 1 for 18 ≤ < 30; 2 for 30 ≤ < 40; 3 for 40 ≤ < 50; & 4 for 50 ≤ Car's price Equal to 1 for < 2 × 10 4 ; 2 for 2 × 10 4 ≤ < 5 × 10 4 ; 3 for 5 × 10 4 ≤ < 10 5 ; & 4 for 10 5 ≤ Living area Equal to 1 for < 10 5 ; 2 for 10 5 ≤ < 5 × 10 5 ; 3 for 5 × 10 5 ≤ < 10 6 ; & 4 for 10 6 ≤ For simplicity in presentation hereafter, we represent for a k-Inflated Negative Binomial model with mixture components and Pareto for a Pareto model with mixture components. To find an appropriate distribution for the frequency of claim, in the first step, we considered the model along with all distributions that have been considered, by authors, to model frequency of claims in a rate-making system. Namely, we considered the kINBM, Delaporte, Sichel, and Poisson Inverse Gaussian, say PIG, distributions for frequency and the Pareto distribution for severity and estimate their parameters. The maximum likelihood estimator for the we develop our R codes while the maximum likelihood estimator for other distributions have been computed using the GAMLSS package in R. 1 Table 4 represents the maximum likelihood estimator for significant parameters of such distributions. The significant test for each parameter has been tested by the Wald test. Now using a backward elimination selection method, we find covariates that may impact on response variable for each regression model. The significant test for each covariate has been done by the Wald test. Table 5 shows result of the backward selection method for frequency/severity of accidents. where the first element in stands for weight of inflated part and we use * whenever the distribution is non-inflated distribution and stands for not significant at 5% level.
Table 5:
Regression coefficients for various model for frequency/severity of claims.
Regression model: where the first element in stands for weight of inflated part and we use * whenever the distribution is non-inflated distribution and stands for not significant at 5% level.
Model Comparison
To obtain an appropriate model for a given rate-making system, this section begins by considering the model along with all distributions that have been considered, by authors, to model frequency of claims in a rate-making system. Now in order to compare result of regression/distribution models, we conducted three evaluation approaches. Namely: (1) In the first approach, to study performance of count distributions, we employ each fitted distribution, 200 times, to simulate 8874 data. Then, using the mean square error, say MSE, criteria, we compare stimulated data with observed data (see Table 5 for result on such comparison); (2) The second approach provides a pairwise comparison between fitted count regression/distribution models based upon either the Vuong test (for two non-nested models) or the likelihood ratio test (for two nested models), see Table 5 , Table 6, Table 7 , Table 8 , 9 and 10 for such comparison study; and finally, (3) The third approach employs the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Schwarz Bayesian information Criterion (SBIC) to compare regression/distribution models for both frequency and severity of claims, result of such comparison has been reported in Table 11 .
Generating Data approach:
To study performance of fitted count distributions given in Table 1 . We employ the GAMLSS package in R to generate samples from the Delaporte, the Sichel, the Poisson Inverse Gaussian distributions. Lim, Li, and Philip (2014) introduced an idea to generate sample from a given Zero-inflated Poisson mixture distribution. Now, we employ their idea to generate samples from a given a distribution. Based upon their idea, to generate sample from a distribution with probability mass function
where all parameters = ( , , p) and are given. We start with a dummy variable, say , which generated from an uniform (0,1) distribution. If 0 ≤ ≤ 1 , we set = ; If 1 < ≤ 1 + 2 , then is a draw from a Negative Binomial distribution ( 1 , 1 /( 1 + 1 )); If 1 + 2 < ≤ 1 + 2 + 3 , then is a draw from a Negative Binomial distribution ( 2 , 2 /( 2 + 2 )); If 1 + 2 + 3 < ≤ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 , then is a draw from a Negative Binomial distribution ( 3 , 3 /( 3 + 3 )); and so on.
We employed the GAMLSS package and the above idea to simulate 8874 data (200 times). Table 5, Table 6,  Table 7 , Table 8 , Table 9 and Table 10 report mean (mean square error, say MSE) of frequency for such 200 times simulated samples for total and across other sub categories. 1939) 1958.86(505.99) 1962.34(806.53) 1965.77(580.45) 1963.91(522.29) 1960.16(513.80) 1949.98(487.59) 1954.23(541.25) 1956.43(567.19) 1946.33(477. Results of the simulation study, given in Table 5, Table 6, Table 7 , Table 8 , Table 9 and Table 10 , shows that the MSE for the all 1-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture distributions, is considerably less than the MSE of other fitted distributions. Therefore, based upon this simulation study, one may conclude that the 1-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture distributions are appropriate distributions for claim frequency of Iranian policyholders.
The Vuong and the likelihood ratio tests' approach:
To make a decision about statistical hypothesis 0 ∶ Observed data came from a population with distribution function 1 ∶ Observed data came from a population with distribution function .
If both of distributions are belong to a family of distributions with different parameters (nested models), one may employ the likelihood ratio test to make such decision. Otherwise, where models are belong to two different family of distributions (Non-nested models) the Vuong has to used, see Denuit et al. (2007, § 2) for more details. Table 11 represents a pairwise comparison between fitted count regression/distribution models given in Table 1 and Table 4 . Table 11 : Result of the Vuong test (for two non-nested models) or the likelihood ratio test (for two nested models).
Panel A: Result of the Vuong test Model 1 Model 2 Decision on fitted regression Decision on fitted distribution
Delaporte 1 Based upon results of Table 11 , one may conclude that the 1-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture distributions/regressions, at 5% significant level, defeat other distributions/regressions.
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Schwarz Bayesian information criterion approaches:
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC) are two measure to select an appropriate model among a set of candidate models. Both criteria are defined based on -2 times the maximum log-likelihood, penalized by either number of estimated parameters, for AIC, or number of estimated parameters times logarithm of number of observations, for SBIC. Given a set of candidate models, a preferred model is the one which has the minimum AIC (SBIC) value, see , § 1) for more details. Table 12 provides the AIC and the SBIC for fitted regression/distribution models for both frequency and severity of claims. The AIC and SBIC for fitted models, given Table 12 , show that the 1-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture distributions/regressions are better than other distribution/regression models.
Rate-Making Examples
To show practical application of our findings. We calculate the rate and pure premiums for the set of well fitted distributions/regression models that were presented in above sections. Since we are interested in the differences between rate premium of various classes. Therefore, we set the rate premium for a new policyholder equal to 1 unite, at = 0. Moreover, we considered three different categories, described in Table 13 . Table 13 : Categories which considered to evaluate rate and pure premiums under well fitted models.
Category Description
1 For a situation that no covariate information have been used for premium calculation 2 Whenever, chosen policyholder is a young man at age of 25 years old who owns a car with price greater than 2 × 10 4 and living in a city with population size larger than 10 6 .
3 Whenever, chosen policyholder is a mature woman at the age of 55 years old who owns a car with price less than 2 × 10 4 and living in a city with population size less than 10 5 . Now to calculate rate premium for three categories 1 , 2 , and 3 , given in Table 13 , using well fitted models. We consider two different approaches. The first approach just considers number of cumulated claims in the last yeas. While the second approach considers the exact number of reported claim for each year in a history of the policyholder. 2 Table 14 and Table 15 represent calculated rate premium for three categories, given in Table 13 , using well fitted models for both approaches. The rate premium for three categories 1 , 2 , and 3 using well fitted models, whenever number of cumulated claims has been considered.
Model:
Year To illustrate a guideline to use result of Table 14 and Table 15 , suppose that either Negative Binomial with 2 mixture components, 2 , or 1-Inflated Negative Binomial with 2 mixture components, 1 2 , can be considered as an appropriate model. Now consider the following three different scenarios.
Scenario 1: For a given policyholder, no covariates information is available, category 1 in Table 13. Based  upon Table 14's and Table 15 (1) the inflated models and covariates information improve fairness of calculated rate premium; and (2) in the situation that number of reported claims uniformly distributed in past experience of a policyholder (for instance 1 = 1 and 2 = 1 instead of 1 = 0 and 2 = 2). His/Her rate premium under inflated models is more fair and acceptable. Now, to estimate the pure premium, we consider one mixture Pareto distribution/regression model, as an appropriate model for claim's severity, along with other well fitted counting models. Moreover, we study situation that total claim size is either 1000 units (Case A) or 5000 unites (Case B). Table 16 and Table 17 show the pure premium under these assumptions. Same as the above, to illustrate a guideline to use result of Table 16 and Table 17 , suppose that either Negative Binomial with 2 mixture components, 2 , or 1-Inflated Negative Binomial with 2 mixture components, 1 2 , can be considered as an appropriate model for claim frequency. Now consider the following three different scenarios.
Scenario 1: For a given policyholder in category 1 of Table 13. Based upon Table 16's and Table 17' (1) the inflated models provides more fair pure premium of policyholders who made some claims in their past experience. While for both cases A and B, the pure premium under non-inflated models do not fairly penalized such policyholders; and (2) in the situation that number of reported claims uniformly distributed in past experience of a policyholder (for instance 1 = 1 and 2 = 1 instead of 1 = 0 and 2 = 2). His/Her pure premium under inflated models is more appealing and acceptable.
Conclusion and Suggestion
This article introduces an k-Inflated Negative Binomial mixture (kIBNM) distribution/regression model and provides an EM algorithm to estimate its parameters. As an application of the kIBNM distribution/regression to model number of reported claim under a rate-making system has been given. Moreover, in order to compute the pure premium under the system, severity of reported claim has been model with a Pareto mixture distribution/regression model. As an application frequency of reported claim of Iranian third party liability, at 2011, has been model by the kIBNM and all of possible models that have been used by authors. Numerical illustration shows that: (1) the kIBNM models provide more fair rate/pure premiums for policyholders under a rate-making system; and (2) in the situation that number of reported claims uniformly distributed in past experience of a policyholder (for instance 1 = 1 and 2 = 1 instead of 1 = 0 and 2 = 2). The rate/pure premium under the kIBNM models are more appealing and acceptable.
We conjecture that the result of this article may be improved by considering a Double Inflated Negative Binomial with probability mass function
where 1 , 2 ∈ ℕ, ∑ =1 = 1, and , , ≥ 0, for all = 1, ⋯ , .
